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Abstract:
Graph representation learning methods have attracted an increasing amount of attention in recent years. These methods focus on learning a numerical representation of the nodes and edges in a graph. Graph representation learning methods can be divided into two main categories, methods preserving the connectivity information of the nodes and methods preserving nodes’ structural information. Connectivity-based methods focus on encoding relationships between nodes, with connected nodes being closer together in the resulting latent space. While there are a lot of works that focus on preserving node connectivity, only a few works focus on preserving nodes' structure. Properly encoding nodes' structural information is fundamental for many real-world applications as it has been demonstrated that this information can be leveraged to successfully solve many tasks where connectivity-based methods usually fail. A typical example is node classification. Structural representations are essential to learning general patterns in graphs and solving many classification tasks. This talk will discuss the importance of structural graph representation learning methods, also considering temporal graphs, and their applications in national security and beyond.
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